
 
 

InterledgerSwap: Decentralized Crypto Exchange Globally! 
 
InterledgerSwap.com is a decentralized crypto-to-crypto swap platform, with an 

XLS token to back its utility and liquidity. InterledgerSwap strives to make cross- 

border payments more efficient by providing fast transactions, low fees, and 

anonymity. InterledgerSwap also works to solve problems such as reliance on 

centralized exchanges that limit withdrawals and transfers, while avoiding 

regulations. 

 
With our crypto exchange, you can trade over 300 coins/tokens and 3000 active 

pairs quickly and easily. This is just the beginning as our platform continues to 

grow and improve over time. As you make a swap, our XLS token provides 

liquidity, and each transaction takes only 5-10 minutes to complete. This speed is 

unprecedented and ensures that you can access your funds quickly. 

 

Benefits of InterledgerSwap 
 
InterledgerSwap provides users with the ability to securely swap crypto into any 

external wallet quickly and anonymously without needing a login account or KYC 

requirements. With InterledgerSwap, users can access all coins available for 

trading with full liquidity in the market which can be completed in as little as 5 to 

10 minutes. InterledgerSwap also offers low fees based on each swap, making it 

more affordable than traditional exchanges. 

 
InterledgerSwap’s XLS token is backed by utility, providing cross-border payment 

solutions along with partnerships with institutions, banks and investors. 

InterledgerSwap also helps replace the dollar for cross-border payments with



fast, stable, and low fees through the XLS token holders can earn airdrops of 

XLS for holding 5000 or more tokens. 

 

How InterledgerSwap Solves Problems 
 
InterledgerSwap provides not only an efficient way to transfer funds across 

borders but also solves problems created by reliance on centralized exchanges. 

InterledgerSwap eliminates the limitation of withdrawals, and transfers, and 

avoids regulations. InterledgerSwap also provides users with anonymity by not 

requiring a login account or KYC requirements. 

 
The Importance of Non-KYC 

 

The need for non-KYC services is growing as people require a more secure 

and private way to transfer funds. InterledgerSwap provides a more secure way 

of doing this by allowing users to swap crypto anonymously and without any 

unnecessary paperwork. Anonymity is especially important as more and more 

governments are introducing stringent regulations on the crypto industry. 

 
The problem that arises from KYC is the vulnerability of potential seizures, and 

censorship of funds. InterledgerSwap provides a safe way for users to securely 

swap crypto without having to worry about these risks. By unlocking the 

freedom to transact without surveillance, InterledgerSwap creates a 

decentralized economy that helps promote financial freedom. 

 
Another reason why solving this problem is important is because it helps to 

eliminate reliance on centralized exchanges. Centralized exchanges are often 

limited by withdrawals and transfers, and can be prone to hacks. By providing 

a non-KYC service, InterledgerSwap eliminates the limitations of traditional 

centralized exchanges while also avoiding regulations. 

 
Solving The Problem of High Fees 

 

Interledger offers low transaction fees compared to traditional exchanges, 

which can often charge relatively high trading and withdrawal fees. 

InterledgerSwap solves this problem by charging users a low fee based per 

swap. Users should be able to freely access their finances without having to 

worry about high fees.



 

This centralized hindrance goes against the decentralized nature of the 

crypto industry. Thus, InterledgerSwap provides a decentralized and secure 

way to transfer value by providing low fees for every swap. This unlocks the 

true potential of the decentralized economy, allowing for faster and more 

secure transactions. 

 
High fees are highway robbery and as we approach a new decentralized world 

through cryptocurrencies, InterledgerSwap has addressed this problem by 

providing low fees for each swap. This is a great step forward in the crypto 

industry and will help to promote financial freedom and open up access to more 

people around the world. 

 
Cryptocurrency exchanges have no limit on the number of fees that they 

choose to charge. The lower limits, however, depend on the coin and they fall 

between 

$1.7 to $20. This means that the user has to pay additional fees for withdrawing 

and trading that can add up significantly. InterledgerSwap solves this problem by 

providing a low fee per swap. 

 
Better Liquidity 

 

The lack of liquidity for coins can often be a major issue when looking to trade 

crypto. This is because most exchanges require users to deposit funds first, 

and then wait for the process to be completed before they can access their 

money. InterledgerSwap.com has solved this problem by using XLS tokens that 

are decentralized and instantly tradable. This allows users to quickly move 

capital between different coins without having to wait for a transaction to be 

processed. 

 
Furthermore, the coins listed on InterledgerSwap are vetted for liquidity, making 

sure that there is an ample supply of tokens for users to trade. This will help to 

create more liquidity in the crypto market and make trading easier and faster. As 

a decentralized exchange, no longer will a single entity be responsible for 

notifying users of any sudden changes in the market. 

 
The problem of a lack of liquidity and high fees is something that has been 

plaguing the crypto industry for some time. It can cause a lot of frustration and 

deter people from investing in digital currencies. InterledgerSwap provides a



much-needed solution, by providing an easy way to trade coins with XLS tokens 

and low fees. This will help to make the crypto industry more accessible to new 

users, as well as provide a secure and decentralized way to swap coins. 

 
Summary of Benefits 

 

InterledgerSwap.com is an innovative and revolutionary platform in the crypto 

industry that helps users trade coins with XLS tokens, with low fees, and 

improved liquidity. This decentralized platform helps to promote financial 

freedom by providing a secure way to transfer value without having to worry 

about surveillance or censorship. With InterledgerSwap, users can enjoy the 

convenience of fast transactions, low fees, and improved liquidity. 

 

Removing The Dependence On Centralized Exchanges 
 
InterledgerSwap seeks to address the problems of centralized exchanges, which 

can often be unreliable and prone to hacks. By providing an XLS token that is 

decentralized and instantly tradable, InterledgerSwap allows users to quickly 

move capital between different coins without having to wait for a transaction to 

be processed. 

 
The low fees associated with every swap also help to promote financial freedom 

and access around the world. This will help open up more people to the crypto 

industry, as well as make it easier for those already in the market. 

 
If reliance is placed on centralized exchanges for digital asset swaps, the entire 

industry runs the risk of becoming stagnant and losing its edge. By providing a 

decentralized platform for XLS tokens, InterledgerSwap seeks to revolutionize 

the cryptocurrency market and promote financial freedom globally. 

 
Lockdowns of these platforms can occur through government intervention, 

censorship, or other malicious activities. InterledgerSwap offers a solution to this 

by providing a secure and decentralized platform that ensures users are always 

in control of their assets. This will help promote financial freedom, as well as 

open up access to more people around the world.



By offering a decentralized alternative to centralized exchanges, 

InterledgerSwap.com seeks to revolutionize the cryptocurrency industry and 

provide users with secure and low-fee swaps. XLS tokens allow for fast 

transactions and improved liquidity when trading coins, all while keeping 

user control in mind. 

 
This platform provides a much-needed solution to the lack of liquidity that has 

been plaguing the crypto market. As these benefits are realized by the 

mainstream, InterledgerSwap will continue to take market share from centralized 

exchanges and be the leader in token swaps. 

 

How InterledgerSwap’s XLS Token Provides Utility & Benefits 

Holders 

InterledgerSwap’s XLS token provides utility to InterledgerSwap’s users by 

providing a back-end solution for efficient transactions across borders. XLS 

tokens offer holders incentives such as airdrops for holding 5000 or more tokens, 

making them highly desirable assets in the crypto market. 

 
Simply by holding XLS tokens, holders can benefit from InterledgerSwap’s low 

fees and improved liquidity. XLS tokens provide a secure way for users to store 

value without having to worry about high fees or the hassle of dealing with 

centralized entities. Airdrops are a great way to reward XLS holders, and also 

help to promote XLS tokens as a useful asset in the crypto industry. 

 
We are constantly expanding our team and project to tackle the problems 

associated with paper currency. XLS token will provide a dependable way to 

make cross-border payments quickly with low fees. The benefits of this utility 

token should not be overlooked as it can provide a secure and damage-resistant 

way for users to store value without the fear of inflation. XLS tokens are sure to 

benefit holders in the long run. 

 
Powered by Binance Smart Chain, XLS tokens also offer users the security of 

blockchain technology. XLS tokens help to ensure that all transactions are 

secure and immutable, giving holders peace of mind. Users can publicly view



anonymous address transactions through BSCScan which enables XLS token 

holders to verify transactions without having to trust a centralized entity. 

 
Additional Benefits & Details of XLS Token 

 

● Over 80% supply is available to the public. 

● Up to 50% bonus available. 

● Automatic Liquidity. 

● Hold over 5000XLS and receive a 3% bonus in USDT. 

● Safe from the dump as bonus tokens stay locked for some time. 

● Hold XLS & lower your trading fee on p2p exchange. 

 
As you can see, XLS tokens offer a wide range of benefits to holders as well as 

users. InterledgerSwap is set to revolutionize the crypto industry in the years to 

come with XLS tokens and these additional advantages, making it a great 

asset for both short-term and long-term investments. XLS token holders can 

benefit from all of the above advantages and will be able to take part in the 

success of this cutting-edge platform. InterledgerSwap is on a mission to make 

XLS tokens the go-to token for decentralized asset exchange, making it one of 

the most lucrative investments available today. 

 
With only 7,000,000 XLS tokens available, XLS is an exclusive asset with a 

limited supply. XLS’s scarcity should make it a desirable investment for those 

looking to gain exposure in the crypto market. XLS token holders will benefit from 

XLS’s improved liquidity as well as its low transaction costs, enabling them to 

maximize their profits and gain a significant edge over the competition. 

 

How Our Swap Engine Works and Benefits DeFi Investors 
 
InterledgerSwap’s swap engine is designed to provide users with a safe and 

easy way to swap crypto into any external wallet quickly and anonymously. 

InterledgerSwap’s decentralized swap engine also offers low fees, making it 

more affordable than other exchanges. The InterledgerSwap platform is 

designed to benefit DeFi investors through its commitment to providing liquidity 

and utility to the crypto market and its user-friendly interface that makes investing 

easier.



Our engine is integrated into multiple cryptocurrency trading platforms, including 

Binance, Bitfinex, Huobi, OKEx, and Kucoin. At the moment of the trade, the 

engine chooses the best exchange rate on the market. This means that users will 

always receive the best rate when they choose to purchase XLS tokens with 

InterledgerSwap. 

 
For example, if Bitfinex is offering XLS at $1.01 and Binance is offering XLS at 

$0.99, our engine will choose the lowest rate of $0.99 to purchase XLS tokens 

with the lowest fee. This will ensure that users get the best rate for their 

exchanges and will ensure maximum profits for XLS token holders. This 

advanced feature of InterledgerSwap makes it the perfect choice for anyone 

looking to invest in XLS tokens. 

 

DeFi Based Applications 
 
Users can gain access to the decentralized liquidity of Uniswap and 

Pancakeswap through Interledgerswap.com. This allows them to access XLS 

tokens and leverage the features such as DEX-exclusive assets, cross-chain 

swaps, lower network fees, and fewer on-chain taxes. These added capabilities 

allow XLS token holders to make the most of their profits and reap the rewards of 

InterledgerSwap's one-of-a-kind features. 

 

Partnerships 
 
We already have partnerships with impressive organizations and platforms such 

as Steemit, Publish0x, CoinPedia, and more! As the exchange expands, we 

hope to partner with more and bigger platforms. As XLS holders, you can benefit 

from our potential partnerships as your holdings will grow in value as more and 

more users join this growing community. 

 

How We Have Social Media Platforms To Grow Our 

Community 

With the help of the top social media platforms, InterledgerSwap is continually 

striving to grow its community. InterledgerSwap has begun partnerships with 

key



influencers in the crypto space and continues to increase user engagement 

through consistent interaction, updates, and news. InterledgerSwap actively 

spreads awareness of its XLS token, enabling users to take advantage of 

Interledger’s features and the potential benefits of its utility. 

 
Communities are at the core of Web3 and InterledgerSwap is proud to be part of 

the growing decentralized finance space. InterledgerSwap will continue 

developing its platform and creating more opportunities for users to benefit from 

its services. InterledgerSwap will strive to become an integral part of the DeFi 

ecosystem, connecting users around the world with efficient and secure cross- 

border payments. 

 
Social media is important in the world of Web3 and decentralization because it 

allows us to reach out to new people, build relationships with our users, and 

inform them of the XLS token’s potential. We are actively engaging with the 

community and will continue to do so as we strive towards creating an 

infrastructure for easy, low-cost access for everyone. 

 
With a growing community and XLS tokens providing utility, InterledgerSwap is 

well on its way to becoming a powerful tool for XLS token holders and DeFi 

investors alike. 

 
As this platform grows in popularity due to social media virality, XLS token 

holders will be sure to benefit from the XLS token’s utility and potential price 

appreciation. InterledgerSwap is committed to creating an efficient and 

secure decentralized financial system and XLS tokens are the key to 

unlocking its potential. 

 

Conclusion 
 
InterledgerSwap is a decentralized crypto-to-crypto swap platform, with an XLS 

token to back its utility and liquidity. InterledgerSwap provides users with secure 

transactions that are quick and anonymous, low fees, and incentives for holders 

of its XLS tokens. InterledgerSwap also has a swap engine to make investing 

easier and social media platforms to grow its community.



InterledgerSwap's innovative swap engine provides XLS token holders with 

the best rate for their trades and helps to ensure maximum profits. With the 

best exchange rate automatically chosen, and partnerships with impressive 

organizations, XLS token holders are sure to benefit from the XLS utility. The 

XLS token is positioned to become a major player in the decentralized finance 

space. Therefore, XLS token holders can be sure that their XLS tokens are an 

investment with potential. 

 
InterledgerSwap is committed to providing users with an efficient way to transfer 

funds across borders, helping them take advantage of the benefits that 

blockchain technology offers. InterledgerSwap is a great option for those looking 

for a reliable, decentralized exchange with a commitment to providing users with 

the best experience possible. InterledgerSwap is here to stay and help bridge 

the gap between traditional financial systems and decentralized finance. 

 
Founder: Mikal Eastman 

Project Type: Decentralized 
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